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EXACTNESS OF LEPAGE 2-FORMS AND GLOBALLY
VARIATIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
ZBYNĚK URBAN AND JANA VOLNÁ
Abstract. The exactness equation for Lepage 2-forms, associated with vari-
ational systems of ordinary differential equations on smooth manifolds, is an-
alyzed with the aim to construct a concrete global variational principle. It
is shown that locally variational systems defined by homogeneous functions
of degree c 6= 0, 1 are automatically globally variational. A new constructive
method of finding a global Lagrangian is described for these systems, which
include for instance the geodesic equations in Riemann and Finsler geometry.
1. Introduction
Our aim is to study a construction of a global Lagrangian for globally variational
equations on fibered tangent bundles of smooth m-dimensional manifolds. In our
recent work [17], we gave a solution to this problem for m = 2 by means of applying
the de Rham top-cohomology theory; in part we now generalize the methods of
[17] to dimension m ≥ 2. In general, however, the problem remains open since
we proceeded in this paper for a class of homogeneous differential equations of
degree c 6= 0, 1 only. The topic belongs to studies of the influence of topology on
variationality of differential equations, and on the existence and a construction of
the corresponding local and global variational principles; see Krupka, Urban and
Volná [7].
The existence of a global variational principle for (ordinary or partial) differen-
tial equations is influenced by the topology of the underlying space. For ordinary
variational equations of arbitrary order it depends on the second de Rham coho-
mology group H2dRY of the underlying fibered manifold Y : if H
2
dRY is trivial, then
a locally variational source form ε on the r-th jet prolongation JrY is also globally
variational. This important result is due to Takens [13] (see also Krupka [2], and
for further comments Krupka et al. [6]), is, however, sheaf-theoretic and to the au-
thors’ knowledge there is no general method how to construct a global Lagrangian
for locally variational equations. Simple examples also show that the well-known
Vainberg-Tonti formula (cf. Tonti [19]) fails to produce global Lagrangians.
The main idea is based on solvability of the global exactness equation for the Lep-
age equivalent αε of a variational source form ε, associated with a given system of
variational second-order ordinary differential equations (cf. Krupka [5], Krupková
and Prince [10]). Globally defined 2-form αε on R× TM represents an example of
a Lepage 2-form in Lagrangian mechanics (see Krupková [8]), satisfying the equa-
tion αε = dΘλ, where Θλ is the well-known Cartan form, which depends on the
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choice of a Lagrangian λ whereas dΘλ does not. As a result, we reduce the global
exactness of the Lepage equivalent αε of ε to global exactness of a certain 2-form
globally defined on M (cf. Theorems 8 and 9). Apparently, the topology of M
decides on global exactness of αε. The meaning of Lepage forms for the calculus of
variations and their basic properties have been reviewed by Krupka, Krupková and
Saunders [3].
In the class of second-order ordinary differential equations, given by variational
and homogeneous of degree c 6= 0, 1 functions, we describe a new construction of
a global variational principle, which does not depend on the topology of the under-
lying manifold. We prove that locally variational source forms with homogeneous
coefficients of degree c 6= 0, 1 are automatically globally variational, and possess
a global Lagrangian given by Theorem 14. Note that systems of second-order
positive-homogenous (of degree 1) differential equations, characterized by the well-
known Zermelo conditions, were also studied from the variational point of view by
Urban and Krupka [15, 16].
For notation and basic geometric structures well adapted to this work, we refer to
Krupka, Urban, and Volná [7]. Throughout, we consider fibered manifolds which
are the Cartesian products Y = R × M over the real line R and projection pi :
R×M → R, where M is a general smooth manifold of dimension dimM = m ≥ 2.
Clearly, the jet spaces J1Y and J2Y can be canonically identified with products
R × TM and R × T 2M , respectively, where TM is the tangent bundle of M , and
T 2M denotes the manifold of second-order velocities over M . The canonical jet
projections are denoted by pi2 : R × T 2M → R, pi2,0 : R × T 2M → R ×M , and
pi2,1 : R×T 2M → R×TM . Recall that elements of T 2M are 2-jets J20 ζ ∈ J
2 (R,M)
with origin 0 ∈ R and target ζ(0) ∈ M . These jet spaces are endowed with the
natural fibered manifold structure: if (V, ψ), ψ =
(
xi
)
, is a chart on M , then
(R× V, idR × ψ), idR×ψ =
(
t, xi
)
, is a fibered chart on R×M , and the associated
charts on R× TM and R× T 2M reads
(
R× V 1, idR × ψ
1
)
, idR × ψ
1 =
(
t, xi, x˙i
)
,
and
(
R× V 2, idR × ψ
2
)
, idR × ψ
2 =
(
t, xi, x˙i, x¨i
)
, respectively. Here V 1 and V 2
are preimages of V in the canonical tangent bundles projections TM → M and
T 2M →M .
The exterior algebra of differential forms on R×TM , resp. R×T 2M , is denoted
by Ω1 (R×M), resp. Ω2 (R×M). By means of charts, we put hdt = dt, hdxi =
x˙idt, hdx˙i = x¨idt, and for any function f : R × TM → R, hf = f ◦ pi2,1. These
formulas define a global homomorphism of exterior algebras h : Ω1 (R×M) →
Ω2 (R×M), called the pi-horizontalization. A 1-form ρ ∈ Ω1 (R×M) is called
contact, if hρ = 0. With respect to a chart (V, ψ), ψ =
(
xi
)
, on M , every contact
1-form ρ has an expression ρ = Aiω
i, for some functions Ai : R × V
1 → R, where
ωi = dxi− x˙idt. For any differential 1-form ρ ∈ Ω11 (R×M), the pull-back
(
pi2,1
)
∗
ρ
has a unique decomposition
(
pi2,1
)
∗
ρ = hρ+pρ, where hρ, resp. pρ, is pi2-horizontal
(respectively, contact) 1-form on R × T 2M . This decomposition can be directly
generalized to arbitrary k-forms. For k = 2, if ρ ∈ Ω12 (R×M) is a 2-form on
R× TM , then we get
(
pi2,1
)
∗
ρ = p1ρ+ p2ρ, where p1ρ (resp. p2ρ) is the 1-contact
(respectively, 2-contact) component of ρ, spanned by ωi∧dt, (respectively, ωi∧ωj).
Analogously, we employ these concepts on R× T 2M .
The results of this work can be generalized to higher-order variational differential
equations by means of similar methods. Another non-trivial extension consists in
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replacing Cartesian product R×M by a general fibered manifold over 1-dimensional
base, and extension to partial differential equations.
2. Ordinary variational equations and Lepage 2-forms
In coherence with the general theory of ordinary variational differential equations
on fibered spaces (cf. Krupková and Prince [10], and references therein), we give
basic definitions and concepts, adapted to our underlying structures.
Let ε be a source form on R×T 2M , i.e. pi2,0-horizontal 1-contact 2-form, locally
expressed as
(2.1) ε = εiω
i ∧ dt,
with respect to a chart (V, ψ), ψ =
(
xi
)
, onM . In (2.1), we suppose the coefficients
εi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are differentiable functions on V
2 ⊂ T 2M , and ωi = dxi − x˙idt, are
contact 1-forms on R× V 1. These assumptions mean that we restrict ourselves to
autonomous systems of second-order differential equations, defined by functions
(2.2) εi
(
xj , x˙j , x¨j
)
= 0,
for unknown differentiable curves ζ in M , I ∋ t → ζ(t) =
(
xj(ζ(t))
)
on an open
interval I ⊂ R.
Source form ε (2.1) (or system (2.2)) is called locally variational, if there exists
a real-valued function L : R × V 2 → R such that system (2.2) coincide with the
Euler-Lagrange equations associated with L , that is, εi = Ei (L ) are the Euler-
Lagrange expressions of L ,
Ei (L ) =
∂L
∂xi
−
d
dt
∂L
∂x˙i
+
d2
dt2
∂L
∂x¨i
.
L is called a (local) Lagrange function for ε. By a Lagrangian for fibered manifold
R×M over R we call a pi2-horizontal 1-form λ on an open subset W 2 ⊂ R×T 2M ;
in a fibered chart we have λ = L
(
t, xi, x˙i, x¨i
)
dt. The mapping λ→ Eλ, assigning
to a Lagrangian λ the Euler-Lagrange form Eλ, is the well-known Euler-Lagrange
mapping in the calculus of variations; in a fibered chart we have
(2.3) Eλ = Ei (L )ω
i ∧ dt.
We remark that a Lagrangian represents a class of 1-forms, and a source form
represents a class of 2-forms in the (quotient) variational sequence over W (see
Krupka [2], and also Krupka et al. [4]), in which the Euler-Lagrange mapping is
one of its morphisms.
The coefficients of a locally variational source form ε (2.1) coincide with the
Euler-Lagrange expressions of a Lagrange function with respect to every fibered
chart. Note also that such a Lagrange function can always be reduced to an equiva-
lent first-order Lagrange function L = L
(
t, xi, x˙i
)
for ε. Local Lagrange functions
for ε, defined on chart neighborhoods in R×TM , need not define a global Lagrange
function for ε on R× TM . If there exists a Lagrange function L for ε, defined on
R× TM , we call ε globally variational.
The following theorem summarizes necessary and sufficient conditions for local
variationality of ε.
Theorem 1. Let ε be a source form on R × T 2M , locally expressed by (2.1) with
respect to a chart (V, ψ), ψ =
(
xi
)
, on M . The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) ε is locally variational.
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(b) Functions εi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, satisfy the following system identically,
∂εi
∂x¨j
−
∂εj
∂x¨i
= 0,
∂εi
∂x˙j
+
∂εj
∂x˙i
−
d
dt
(
∂εi
∂x¨j
+
∂εj
∂x¨i
)
= 0,(2.4)
∂εi
∂xj
−
∂εj
∂xi
−
1
2
d
dt
(
∂εi
∂x˙j
−
∂εj
∂x˙i
)
= 0.
(c) Functions εi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are linear in the second derivatives, i.e.
εi = Ai +Bij x¨
j ,(2.5)
and the functions Ai, Bij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, depend on x
i, x˙i only, and satisfy the
conditions,
Bij = Bji,
∂Bik
∂x˙j
=
∂Bjk
∂x˙i
,(2.6)
∂Ai
∂x˙j
+
∂Aj
∂x˙i
− 2
∂Bij
∂xk
x˙k = 0,(2.7)
∂Ai
∂xj
−
∂Aj
∂xi
−
1
2
∂
∂xk
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
x˙k = 0.(2.8)
(d) The function
(2.9) L = LT −
d
dt
(
xi
ˆ 1
0
Ci
(
sxk, sx˙k
)
ds
)
,
where functions Ci are given by Bij = ∂Ci/∂x˙
j = ∂Cj/∂x˙
i, and
(2.10) LT = x
i
ˆ 1
0
εi
(
sxk, sx˙k, sx¨k
)
ds,
is a Lagrange function for ε defined on V 1.
(e) To every point of R×T 2M there is a neighborhood W and a 2-contact 2-form
FW on W such that the form αW = ε|W + FW is closed.
(f) There exists a closed 2-form αε on R×TM such that ε = p1αε. If αε exists,
it is unique and it has a chart expression given by
(2.11) αε = εiω
i ∧ dt+
1
4
(
∂εi
∂x˙j
−
∂εj
∂x˙i
)
ωi ∧ ωj +
∂εi
∂x¨j
ωi ∧ ω˙j .
The identities (2.4), or equivalently (2.6)–(2.8), are called the Helmholtz condi-
tions of local variationality (cf. Krupková and Prince [10], and references therein).
Formula (2.10) yields the Vainberg-Tonti Lagrange function for a locally variational
source form (see Tonti [14], Krupka [5]), which can always be reduced to first-order
Lagrange function (2.9).
Remark 2. The Euler-Lagrange form Eλ (2.3), associated with the Vainberg-Tonti
Lagrangian λ = L dt (2.10), coincides with source form ε, provided the Helmholtz
conditions (2.4) are satisfied. We also note that Helmholtz conditions (2.4) yield
the following identity
(2.12)
∂Bik
∂xj
−
∂Bjk
∂xi
−
1
2
∂
∂x˙k
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
= 0,
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which is, however, dependent on Helmholtz conditions on Ai, Bij , (2.6)–(2.8).
A 2-form α on R × TM is called a Lepage 2-form, if α is closed and admits
a decomposition
(
pi2,1
)
∗
α = E + F , where E is pi2,0-horizontal 1-contact 2-form
on R × T 2M , and F is a 2-contact 2-form on R × T 2M . 2-form αε, described by
Theorem 1, (f), (2.11), is a Lepage 2-form, called the Lepage equivalent of a source
form ε.
The notion of a Lepage 2-form in fibered mechanics is due to Krupková [8]
(see also generalizations by Krupková and Prince [9, 10]), and it contributes to
the theory of Lepage forms introduced by Krupka [5], and references therein. For
further application, we point out the following result.
Theorem 3. Every second-order Lagrangian λ on R× T 2M has a unique Lepage
equivalent Θλ on R×T
3M . In a fibered chart on R×M , if λ = L dt, then Θλ has
the expression
(2.13) Θλ = L dt+
(
∂L
∂x˙i
−
d
dt
∂L
∂x¨i
)
ωi +
∂L
∂x¨i
ω˙i.
Moreover, a source form ε on R × T 2M is globally variational if and only if the
equation (
pi2,1
)∗
αε = dΘλ
has a global solution λ on R× T 2M .
Remark 4. Θλ (2.13) is the well-known Cartan form in Lagrangian mechanics;
cf. Krupka, Krupková and Saunders [3]. Since Θλ is the Lepage equivalent of
Lagrangian λ, it satisfies p1dΘλ = Eλ. We also point out Θλ depends on the choice
of a Lagrangian λ whereas dΘλ does not ; dΘλ is decomposable as dΘλ = Eλ + F ,
where Eλ (2.3) is the Euler-Lagrange form of λ, and F is a 2-contact 2-form.
3. Exactness equation for Lepage 2-forms on R× T 2M
Let ε be a locally variational source form on R × T 2M , and αε be the Lepage
equivalent of ε (Theorem 1, (f), (2.11)). Since αε is closed, it is also locally exact
according to the Poincaré lemma. In this section, we study the exactness equation
for Lepage 2-form αε globally, with the aim to construct a global Lagrangian, pro-
vided ε is in addition globally variational. That is, we search for a solution µ on
R× TM of the equation
(3.1) αε = dµ.
Clearly, equation (3.1) need not have a solution, and even if solvability of (3.1) is
assured, no general construction of its solution is known.
Properties of the Cartan equivalent Θλ of a global Lagrangian λ imply the fol-
lowing straightforward observation.
Lemma 5. Let αε be the Lepage equivalent of a globally variational source form ε.
Suppose that a 1-form µ on R × TM is a solution of (3.1). Then the horizontal
component hµ of µ is a Lagrangian on R× T 2M for ε.
Proof. Since the Cartan equivalent Θλ of a global Lagrangian λ for ε obeys the
property αε = dΘλ, we obtain µ = Θλ+df for some function f hence hµ = λ+h (df).
Thus, hµ and λ are equivalent Lagrangians for ε, whose Lagrange functions differ
by means of total derivative of f . 
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The next lemma describes a global decomposition of αε into closed forms.
Lemma 6. Let αε be the Lepage equivalent of a locally variational source form ε
on R× T 2M . Then there is a unique decomposition of αε on R× TM ,
(3.2) αε = α0 ∧ dt+ α
′,
where α0 and α
′ are closed forms defined on TM . With respect to a chart (V, ψ),
ψ =
(
xi
)
, on M , we have
α0 =
(
Ai −
1
2
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
x˙j
)
dxi +Bij x˙
jdx˙i,(3.3)
and
(3.4) α′ =
1
4
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
dxi ∧ dxj +Bijdx
i ∧ dx˙j .
Proof. In every chart (V, ψ), ψ =
(
xi
)
, on M , it is straightforward to verify that
decomposition of αε (3.2) holds for α0 and α
′, given by formulas (3.3) and (3.4).
Since the Lepage equivalent αε of ε is closed, and α0, α
′ do not contain dt, it easily
follows that both α0, α
′ must be closed. To verify that for instance dα′ vanishes,
we can also proceed directly with the help of Helmholtz conditions (2.6)–(2.8) and
(2.12).
It remains to show that the 2-forms α0, α
′ are (globally) defined on the tangent
bundle TM . Since αε is globally defined on R × TM , it is sufficient to show that
α′ is defined on TM . For an arbitrary coordinate transformation xi = xi
(
x¯j
)
on
M , we get the following identities,
Ai = A¯k
∂x¯k
∂xi
+ B¯kl
∂x¯k
∂xi
∂2x¯l
∂xpxq
x˙px˙q,(3.5)
Bij = B¯kl
∂x¯k
∂xi
∂x¯l
∂xj
.(3.6)
Differentiating (3.5) we obtain with the help of the Helmholtz condition (2.6),
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
(3.7)
=
∂A¯k
∂ ˙¯xl
(
∂x¯l
∂xj
∂x¯k
∂xi
−
∂x¯l
∂xi
∂x¯k
∂xj
)
+ 2B¯kl
(
∂x¯k
∂xi
∂2x¯l
∂xjxp
−
∂x¯k
∂xj
∂2x¯l
∂xixp
)
x˙p.
From (3.6), (3.7), and using the transformation formulas
∂xi
∂x¯p
∂x¯p
∂xj
= δij ,
∂2x¯l
∂xixj
∂xi
∂x¯p
∂xj
∂x¯q
= −
∂x¯l
∂xj
∂2xj
∂x¯p∂x¯q
,
we now obtain
1
4
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
dxi ∧ dxj +Bijdx
i ∧ dx˙j
=
1
4
(
∂A¯k
∂ ˙¯xl
−
∂A¯l
∂ ˙¯xk
)
dx¯k ∧ dx¯l + B¯kl
∂2x¯l
∂xixj
∂xi
∂x¯p
∂xj
∂x¯q
˙¯xqdx¯k ∧ dx¯p
+ B¯kl
∂x¯l
∂xj
∂2xj
∂x¯p∂x¯q
˙¯xpdx¯k ∧ dx¯q + B¯kl
∂x¯l
∂xj
∂xj
∂x¯q
dx¯k ∧ d ˙¯xq
=
1
4
(
∂A¯k
∂ ˙¯xl
−
∂A¯l
∂ ˙¯xk
)
dx¯k ∧ dx¯l + B¯kldx¯
k ∧ d ˙¯xl,
as required. 
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Lemma 7. The equation
(3.8) α0 ∧ dt = dµ0
has always a solution µ0 = −tα0 defined on R × TM . With respect to a chart
(V, ψ), ψ =
(
xi
)
, on M , µ0 is expressed as
µ0 = −
(
Ai −
1
2
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
x˙j
)
tdxi −Bij x˙
itdx˙j ,(3.9)
and the horizontal component hµ0 of µ0, defined on R× T
2M , reads
(3.10) hµ0 = −εix˙
itdt,
where εi = Ai +Bij x¨
j, see (2.5).
Proof. From Lemma 6 it follows that the 2-form µ0 = −tα0 is globally defined on
R×TM , and a straightforward calculation shows that µ0 solves equation (3.8). The
expression (3.10) can be then easily obtained in a chart by applying the horizontal
morphism h to the expression (3.9). 
We now study the equation
α′ = dµ′,
where α′ is given by formula (3.4). To this purpose we define canonical local sections
and homotopy operators as follows.
Let (V, ψ), ψ =
(
xi
)
, be a fixed chart on M , and
(
V 1, ψ1
)
, ψ1 =
(
xi, x˙i
)
, be the
associated chart on TM . We put for every l, 1 ≤ l ≤ m,
pi1l
(
xi, x˙l, x˙k
)
=
(
xi, x˙k
)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, l + 1 ≤ k ≤ m,(3.11)
and
s1l,νl
(
xi, x˙k
)
=
(
xi, νl, x˙
k
)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, l + 1 ≤ k ≤ m.(3.12)
Local projections pi1l , defined by formula (3.11), map open subsets V
1
l of the chart
domain V 1, described by equations x˙j = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ l− 1, onto V 1l+1, whereas local
sections s1l,νl (3.12) of pi
1
l map V
1
l+1 into V
1
l for every l, 1 ≤ l ≤ m. Note that in this
notation V 11 = V
1, V 1m+1 = V are the chart domains in TM and M , respectively.
Define local homotopy operators as follows. For every l, 1 ≤ l ≤ m, let Kl acts
on (local) differential forms defined on V 1l ⊂ V
1 by the formula
(3.13) Klρ =
x˙lˆ
0
(
pi1l
)∗ (
s1l,νl
)∗ (
i ∂
∂x˙l
ρ
)
dνl,
where pi1l and s
1
l,νl
are given by (3.11) and (3.12), and the integration operation in
(3.13) is applied on coefficients of the corresponding differential form.
Theorem 8. Let αε be the Lepage equivalent of ε, and let α
′ be the uniquelly given
2-form by means of the decomposition (3.2), with local expression (3.4). Then
(3.14) α′ − ω = dκ,
where
ω =
(
s11,0 ◦ s
1
2,0 ◦ . . . ◦ s
1
m,0 ◦ pi
1
m ◦ pi
1
m−1 ◦ . . . ◦ pi
1
1
)∗
α′(3.15)
=
1
4
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
(xp,0)
dxi ∧ dxj ,
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and
κ =
m∑
l=1
(
pi11
)∗ (
pi12
)∗
. . .
(
pi1l−1
)∗
Kl
((
s1l−1,0
)∗
. . .
(
s12,0
)∗ (
s11,0
)∗
α′
)
(3.16)
= −
m∑
l=1
x˙lˆ
0
Bjl
(
xp, 0, . . . , 0, ν(l), x˙
l+1, . . . , x˙m
)
dν(l) · dx
j .
Proof. First, we prove the identity
(3.17) α′ −
(
pi11
)∗ (
s11,0
)∗
α′ = d (K1α
′) .
Using the chart expression of α′ (3.4), we get the left-hand side of (3.17) as
α′ −
(
pi11
)∗ (
s11,0
)∗
α′
=
1
4
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
dxi ∧ dxj +Bijdx
i ∧ dx˙j
−
1
4
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
(xp,0,x˙2,...,x˙m)
dxi ∧ dxj −
m∑
j=2
Bij
(
xp, 0, x˙2, . . . , x˙m
)
dxi ∧ dx˙j .
Using the definition Kl (3.13), we have i∂/∂x˙1α
′ = −B1idx
i and the right-hand side
of (3.17) reads
d (K1α
′)
= d


x˙1ˆ
0
(
pi11
)∗ (
s11,ν
)∗ (
i ∂
∂x˙1
α′
)
dν

 = −d


x˙1ˆ
0
B1i
(
xp, ν, x˙2, . . . , x˙m
)
dν

 ∧ dxi
=
1
2


x˙1ˆ
0
(
∂B1i
∂xj
−
∂B1j
∂xi
)
(xp,ν,x˙2,...,x˙m)
dν

 dxi ∧ dxj
+B1idx
i ∧ dx˙1 −
m∑
j=2


x˙1ˆ
0
(
∂B1i
∂x˙j
)
(xp,ν,x˙2,...,x˙m)
dν

 dx˙j ∧ dxi.
We now apply the Helmholtz conditions (2.6) and (2.12),
Bij = Bji,
∂Bik
∂x˙j
=
∂Bjk
∂x˙i
,
∂Bik
∂xj
−
∂Bjk
∂xi
=
1
2
∂
∂x˙k
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
,
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and obtain
d (K1α
′)
=
1
4


x˙1ˆ
0
∂
∂x˙1
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
(xp,ν,x˙2,...,x˙m)
dν

 dxi ∧ dxj
+B1idx
i ∧ dx˙1 −
m∑
j=2


x˙1ˆ
0
(
∂Bij
∂x˙1
)
(xp,ν,x˙2,...,x˙m)
dν

 dx˙j ∧ dxi
=
1
4
((
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
−
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
(xp,0,x˙2,...,x˙m)
)
dxi ∧ dxj
+Bi1dx
i ∧ dx˙1 +
m∑
j=2
(
Bij −Bij
(
xp, 0, x˙2, . . . , x˙m
))
dxi ∧ dx˙j ,
=
1
4
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
dxi ∧ dxj −
1
4
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
(xp,0,x˙2,...,x˙m)
dxi ∧ dxj
+Bijdx
i ∧ dx˙j −
m∑
j=2
Bij
(
xp, 0, x˙2, . . . , x˙m
)
dxi ∧ dx˙j ,
as required to show (3.17). By means of similar arguments we observe that the
following formula holds(
s1l−1,0
)∗
. . .
(
s11,0
)∗
α′(3.18)
=
(
pi1l
)∗ (
s1l,0
)∗ (
s1l−1,0
)∗
. . .
(
s11,0
)∗
α′ + d
(
Kl
((
s1l−1,0
)∗
. . .
(
s11,0
)∗
α′
))
for every l, 1 ≤ l ≤ m. Applying formula (3.18) recurrently, we now easily obtain
α′ =
(
pi11
)∗ (
pi12
)∗
. . .
(
pi1m
)∗ (
s1m,0
)∗ (
s1m−1,0
)∗
. . .
(
s11,0
)∗
α′
+ d
(
m∑
l=1
(
pi11
)∗ (
pi12
)∗
. . .
(
pi1l−1
)∗
Kl
((
s1l−1,0
)∗
. . .
(
s12,0
)∗ (
s11,0
)∗
α′
))
,
as required. 
The identity (3.14) of Theorem 8 is formulated by means charts. We now show
that (3.14) is a global decomposition of α′.
Theorem 9. Both κ (3.16) and ω (3.15) define (global) differential 1-forms on
TM .
Proof. We prove that the local expressions for both ω (3.15) and κ (3.16) coincide
on the intersection of two overlapping charts on TM . To this purpose let Ψ¯ ◦
Ψ−1
(
xi, x˙i
)
=
(
x¯j , ˙¯xj
)
be the coordinate transformation between charts (V, ψ),
ψ = (xi, x˙i), and
(
V¯ , ψ¯
)
, ψ¯ = (x¯i, ˙¯xi), on TM , where x¯j = x¯j
(
xi
)
and ˙¯xj =
˙¯xj
(
xi, x˙i
)
.
1. From (3.7) we have(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
(xp,0)
=
(
∂A¯k
∂ ˙¯xl
−
∂A¯l
∂ ˙¯xk
)
(x¯p,0)
∂x¯l
∂xj
∂x¯k
∂xi
,
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hence the transformation of the local formula (3.15) for ω reads
ω =
1
4
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
(xp,0)
dxi ∧ dxj
=
1
4
(
∂A¯k
∂ ˙¯xl
−
∂A¯l
∂ ˙¯xk
)
(x¯p,0)
∂x¯l
∂xj
∂x¯k
∂xi
∂xi
∂x¯u
∂xj
∂x¯v
dx¯u ∧ dx¯v
=
1
4
(
∂A¯k
∂ ˙¯xl
−
∂A¯l
∂ ˙¯xk
)
(x¯p,0)
dx¯k ∧ dx¯l,
as required.
2. Consider the local expression for κ (3.16) to which we apply the change of
variables theorem for integrals of differential forms. Employing the corresponding
transformation properties described for every l, 1 ≤ l ≤ m, by
Ψ¯ ◦Ψ−1
(
xi, (0, . . . 0, ν(l), x˙
l+1, . . . , x˙m)
)
= (x¯j , µ¯j(l)),
where
µ¯q(l) =
∂x¯q
∂xl
ν(l) +
m∑
k=l+1
∂x¯q
∂xk
x˙k, 1 ≤ q ≤ m,
and for 1 ≤ s ≤ l − 1, l + 1 ≤ k ≤ m,
0 =
∂xs
∂x¯j
µ¯j(l), ν(l) =
∂xl
∂x¯j
µ¯j(l), x˙
k =
∂xk
∂x¯j
µ¯j(l),(3.19)
we obtain using (3.6) the coordinate transformation for κ (3.16), where the integrals
over segments are transformed into line integrals,
κ = −
m∑
l=1
x˙lˆ
0
Bjl
(
xp, 0, . . . , 0, ν(l), x˙
l+1, . . . , x˙m
)
dν(l) · dx
j
= −
m∑
l=1
µ¯p
(l)
=
∑m
k=l
∂x¯p
∂xk
x˙kˆ
µ¯p
(l)
=
∑
m
k=l+1
∂x¯p
∂xk
x˙k
B¯uv(x¯
i, µ¯i(l))
∂x¯u
∂xj
∂x¯v
∂xl
∂xj
∂x¯w
∂xl
∂x¯q
dµ¯q(l) · dx¯
w(3.20)
= −
m∑
l=1
µ¯p
(l)
=
∑
m
k=l
∂x¯p
∂xk
x˙kˆ
µ¯p
(l)
=
∑
m
k=l+1
∂x¯p
∂xk
x˙k
B¯uv(x¯
i, µ¯i(l))
∂x¯v
∂xl
∂xl
∂x¯q
dµ¯q(l) · dx¯
u.
Since the coordinate functions xi and x˙k, l+1 ≤ k ≤ m, are constant with respect
to the integration in (3.20), from (3.19) we get
∂xj
∂x¯q
dµ¯q(l) = 0, j 6= l,
hence in (3.20) for every l, 1 ≤ l ≤ m,
(3.21)
∂x¯v
∂xl
∂xl
∂x¯q
dµ¯q(l) =
m∑
j=1
∂x¯v
∂xj
∂xj
∂x¯q
dµ¯q(l) = δ
v
qdµ¯
q
(l) = dµ¯
v
(l).
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Using (3.21), formula (3.20) now reads
κ = −
m∑
l=1
µ¯p
(l)
=
∑m
k=l
∂x¯p
∂xk
x˙kˆ
µ¯p
(l)
=
∑
m
k=l+1
∂x¯p
∂xk
x˙k
B¯uv(x¯
i, µ¯i(l))dµ¯
v
(l) · dx¯
u
= −
µ¯p= ˙¯xpˆ
µ¯p=0
B¯uv(x¯
i, µ¯i)dµ¯v · dx¯u.(3.22)
Since the functions B¯uv = B¯uv(x¯
i, µ¯i) satisfy the Helmholtz condition (2.6),
∂B¯uw
∂µv
=
∂B¯vw
∂µu
,
the line integrals (3.22) for every u, 1 ≤ u ≤ m, are independent upon choice of
a path connecting the points (0, 0, . . . , 0) and ( ˙¯x1, ˙¯x2, . . . , ˙¯xm). Thus, in (3.22) we
are allowed to integrate over segments on an m-dimensional cube, that is
κ = −
µ¯p= ˙¯xpˆ
µ¯p=0
B¯uv(x¯
i, µ¯i)dµ¯v · dx¯u
= −
m∑
v=1
˙¯xvˆ
0
B¯uv(x¯
i, 0, . . . , 0, µ¯v, ˙¯xv+1, . . . , ˙¯xm)dµ¯v · dx¯u,
proving that (3.16) defines global differential 1-form κ on TM . 
Theorem 9 implies that α′ = ω + dκ is globally defined. Using this fact and
applying Lemma 6 and 7, we get a global decomposition of αε,
(3.23) αε = ω + d (µ0 + κ) .
Clearly, the problem of global exactness of the Lepage equivalent αε is by means of
(3.23) reduced to global exactness of 2-form ω (3.15) defined onM . In other words,
if ω is globally exact, then so is αε hence the source form ε is globally variational.
Remark 10. In general, if M is an m-dimensional smooth manifold and ρ is a
closed differential k-form on M , k ≤ m, then the equation ρ = dµ need not have
a (global) solution µ on M . Indeed, it is the k-th de Rham cohomology group
HkdRM = Ker dk/Imdk−1 which decides about solvability of the exactness equation
ρ = dµ. IfHkdRM is trivial, then ρ = dµ has always a solution µ onM . Nevertheless,
in this case (HkdRM = 0) there is no general constructive procedure of finding
a solution η for a given closed k-form ρ, where k < m; if k = m, to find a solution
one can apply the top-cohomology theorems (cf. Lee [11]).
Corollary 11. If the 2-form ω (3.15) vanishes, i.e. the coefficients of ω satisfy
(3.24)
(
∂Ai
∂x˙j
−
∂Aj
∂x˙i
)
(xp,0)
= 0
in every chart, then source form ε is globally variational and it admits a Lagrangian
on R× TM , namely
λ = h (µ0 + κ) ,
where µ0 and κ are given by (3.9) and (3.16), respectively.
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 8 and 9, and Lemmas 6 and
7. Indeed, using (3.23) we get
αε = α0 ∧ dt+ α
′ = d (µ0 + κ) ,
hence the horizontal part of µ0 + κ is a Lagrangian for ε; cf. Lemma 5. 
Remark 12 (dimM = 2). In our paper [17], we studied the exactness equation for
Lepage equivalents of source forms on R × T 2M , where M is 2-dimensional con-
nected smooth manifold. In the corresponding decomposition (3.23), the equation
dη = ω is solvable and its solution η can be constructed with the help of the top-
cohomology theorems. Examples of a global Lagrangian construction on concrete
smooth 2-manifolds (Möbius strip, punctured torus) are also discussed.
4. Globally variational homogeneous equations of degree c 6= 0, 1
We briefly recall some basic facts on locally variational second-order ordinary
differential equations, given by homogeneous functions of degree c 6= 0, 1. More de-
tailed exposition with proofs can be found in a recent paper by Rossi [12]. Our main
result consists in Theorem 14, showing that locally variational source forms with
homogeneous coefficients of degree c 6= 0, 1 are automatically globally variational.
A real-vauled function F : T 2M → R, resp. F : TM → R, is called homogeneous
of degree c, if F satisfies
(4.1)
∂F
∂x˙i
x˙i + 2
∂F
∂x¨i
x¨i = cF, resp.
∂F
∂x˙i
x˙i = cF,
with respect to any chart on M . Note that for c = 1, F : TM → R satisfying the
Euler condition (4.1) is called a positive-homogenous function.
Let ε be a locally variational source form R × T 2M . If the coefficients εi =
Ai + Bij x¨
j of ε are homogeneous of degree c 6= 0, 1, then using (4.1) it is readily
seen that Ai are homogeneous of degree c, and Bij are homogeneous of degree
c− 2, and vice versa. It is also straightforward to show that locally variational εi
are homogeneous of degree c if and only if εi possess a homogeneous Lagrangian of
degree c.
The following theorem characterizes the structure of locally variational homoge-
neous source forms.
Theorem 13. Let ε be a source form on R× T 2M , with coefficients homogeneous
of degree c 6= 0, 1, and affine in second derivatives, εi = Ai + Bij x¨
j (2.5). The
following two conditions are equivalent:
(a) ε is locally variational,
(b) functions Ai, Bij, satisfy the subset of Helmholtz conditions (2.6)-(2.7),
Bij = Bji,
∂Bik
∂x˙j
=
∂Bjk
∂x˙i
,
∂Ai
∂x˙j
+
∂Aj
∂x˙i
− 2
∂Bij
∂xk
x˙k = 0.
Moreover, if ε is locally variational, then Ai satisfy
(4.2) Ai =
1
c− 1
(
1
2
(
∂Bij
∂xk
+
∂Bik
∂xj
)
−
1
c
∂Bjk
∂xi
)
x˙j x˙k.
Proof. See Rossi [12]. 
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Combining Theorem 13 with the results of Section 3, summarized by Corollary
11, we immediately obtain the following consequence for variational and homoge-
neous of degree c 6= 0, 1 equations.
Theorem 14. Let ε be a locally variational source form on R × T 2M , with coef-
ficients homogeneous of degree c 6= 0, 1. Then ε is also globally variational, and it
admits a global Lagrangian given by λ = h (µ0 + κ), where µ0 and κ are 1-forms on
R× TM given by (3.9) and (3.16), respectively.
Proof. From the assumptions on εi = Ai+Bij x¨
j it follows thatAi has the expression
given by Theorem 13, (4.2). Hence condition (3.24) holds, and by Corollary 11 ε is
globally variational, possessing a global Lagrangian λ = h (µ0 + κ) = L dt, where
L = −εix˙
it−
m∑
l=1
x˙lˆ
0
Bjl
(
xp, 0, . . . , 0, ν(l), x˙
l+1, . . . , x˙m
)
dν(l)x˙
j .

Remark 15. Standard examples of variational and homogeneous of degree 2 equa-
tions are, for instance, the geodesic equations in Riemann geometry, geodesic equa-
tions of a spray in Finsler geometry, as well as the geodesic equations of a Cartan
connection (or metrizable connection, cf. Krupka and Sattarov [1]) on a tangent
bundle, associated with a Finsler structure. Here, the functions −Bij are equal to
components of metrics (Riemannian or Finsler), i.e. Bij = −gij. Although it is
straightforward from the nature of these equations arising from the (global) energy
Lagrangian, we point out that global variationality of these systems follows from
Theorem 14.
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